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T

he Gemological Institute
of America (GIA)
introduced the jeweler’s
loupe in the 1930s. Small
enough to be held in one hand,
the loupe magnifies stones
10x, allowing jewelers and
gemologists to inspect them
for color and clarity. The loupe
revolutionized gemology, and it
is still widely used today.
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A spirit of discovery and innovation continues to
drive GIA, so it’s no surprise that the organization
embraced the idea of artificial intelligence (AI)
as an ideal way to optimize the diamond grading
process. Pritesh Patel, Chief Operating Officer at
GIA, explains: “We’ve brought a lot of different
instruments into this industry over the years, and
we solved the problems of cut, carat weight and
color a long time ago. Clarity was the last frontier,
and AI was the key to conquering it.”
With that in mind, Patel approached IBM
Research® with a vision: with the right skills and
technology, Patel believed it was possible to
harness the power of artificial intelligence (AI) on
the cloud to grade the clarity of diamonds.
IBM Research agreed, and the two organizations
began developing a strategic partnership: GIA
provides the specialized imagery along with data
from tens of millions of diamonds examined by its
diamond experts; IBM provides the AI capabilities
and the computing power. The result of that
partnership is GIA’s cloud-based AI approach to
diamond grading.
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Diamonds analyzed by
GIA per year
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4
million

Stones expected to be analyzed
using the AI-based solution

70-80%
of all diamonds
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“ We’ve brought a lot of different
instruments into this industry
over the years, and we
solved the problem
of automating cut
and color a long time
ago. Clarity was the last
frontier, and AI was the key
to conquering it.”
Pritesh Patel, Chief Operating Officer, Gemological Institute of America
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Rethinking the process
Evaluating the clarity of a diamond is
a complex process. Using a loupe, a
microscope or an image, gemologists
meticulously examine each diamond for
inclusions – tiny characteristics
trapped in the stone’s structure.
Inclusions can be miniscule internal
spots or cracks penetrating into the
stone from the surface.
Flawless diamonds – those without any
inclusions – are exceedingly rare. Less
than half a percent of all diamonds graded
by GIA fall into this category. The vast
majority of diamonds have one or more
inclusions that, taken together, make each
stone unique.
After IBM Research developed a
successful proof of concept (POC) showing
that AI can indeed help automate the
diamond grading process, the IBM Global
Cloud Acceleration Team (GCAT) stepped
in and shepherded the project along to
the next stage. The GCAT team partnered
with the GIA Engineering DevOps team
to guide the solution from the POC into
a production-ready environment with
separate development, testing, production
and disaster recovery clusters.
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Today, the solution is well into its testing
phase and on the way to full production.
GIA labs upload specialized images
of each diamond to an IBM Cloudant®
database housed on the IBM Cloud®. The
system’s middleware layer is made of an
IBM Cloud Kubernetes Services cluster.
Says Patel, “we decided to use IBM
Kubernetes Services because it gives us
the flexibility and the computing powers
to process a very high volume of data.”
GIA’s cluster is composed of three
NVIDIA K80 GPUs, each of which has
one shared virtual node and one bare
metal node in a serverless architecture.
NVIDIA GPUs are uniquely suited to
GIA’s needs because of their ability to
process high-resolution imagery quickly,
helping speed up the entire process.
They can also reduce the time required
to validate AI algorithms.
The new solution analyzes each diamond
using two custom algorithmic models.
The autoplot AI model creates a
visual representation of the diamond’s
inclusions, and the grading model
assesses the diamond’s overall grade.
This information is then sent to GIA’s
gemologists on an iPad application,
where they can evaluate the autoplot
and, if necessary, make changes. Those
changes are then fed back into the
system to re-evaluate the grade and
can be used to retrain the AI model to
improve accuracy.
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Protecting the process
GIA’s mission to protect consumers is
the driving force behind the idea for their
innovation. But GIA had another goal for
the project: to achieve the highest levels
of data security to protect the integrity
of diamond grading. Diamonds are a
high-value commodity, and protecting
the grading process was of paramount
importance. IBM Cloud App ID helps
ensure that uploading and processing the
diamond images are done with advanced
security capabilities, including multifactor
authentication, single sign-on and userdefined password policies.
“The transmission of the data from our
premises to the cloud is very secure,” says
Patel. “The algorithm that does the work
in the cloud needs to be protected like the
formula for Coca-Cola. Everything that we
have built in our architecture is designed
to ensure the security and integrity of the
entire end-to-end process.”
The images are stored using IBM
Cloud Object Storage, a cost-effective
storage solution that meets all of
GIA’s requirements for scalability and
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accessibility. IBM Cloud Object Storage
also offers built-in encryption and policyenabled, lockable, write once read many
(WORM) storage.
Throughout the engagement, the IBM
Strategic Embedded Partnerships (ESA)
team has been on hand to develop a
mutually beneficial strategic partnership
between the two companies. Not only
does the ESA team provide continuity
and support from a business perspective;
it also helped establish the legal and
business structure that serves as the
bedrock for this type of partnership.
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“ We decided to use IBM
Kubernetes Services
because it gives us
the flexibility and the
computing powers to
process a very high
volume of data.”
Pritesh Patel, Chief Operating Officer, Gemological Institute of America
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A brilliant future
The solution will also bolster both
accuracy and repeatability. Even though
human diamond graders go through a
training course of rigorous instruction,
they work within the limits of their
physical senses. When two graders look
at the same diamond, their evaluations
might differ in some very small way.
With AI, those slight differences will be
virtually eliminated, helping to ensure
that diamonds are valued accurately
when they reach the marketplace.

GIA grades millions of diamonds per year.
Patel expects the new solution to handle
70 - 80% of those evaluations, primarily
focused on the smaller sizes of diamonds
submitted, allowing human graders to
focus on the more complicated cases
where a human evaluation is critical to
determining the grade.
But getting to that point will take time.
Right now, GIA is using the solution in 2
of its 11 labs, performing AI and human
evaluations in parallel as the team refines

the algorithms. Eventually, thanks
to continued support from the GCAT
team, GIA intends to make the new
solution available in all of its labs.
Although the solution is still in its
early stages, Patel can see several
major benefits on the horizon. The
first, he says, is efficiency. “As we
automate the many steps that each
diamond goes through, we will
significantly improve turnaround time
for our customers.”

GIA is staking its reputation on the
integrity and accuracy of the new
solution. Just as introducing the
jeweler’s loupe into the diamond grading
process transformed the industry in the
1930s, this project will introduce a whole
new level of precision to the process.
“IBM has the expertise in AI and cloud
computing to really bring this whole
project together,” says Patel. “That’s
why GIA chose to work with IBM in this
particular space: we are both leaders
in our respective fields and it was
imperative to collaborate with IBM to
ensure the best possible results on
this very important strategic initiative
for GIA.”
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About the Gemological Institute of America
Founded in 1931, the Gemological Institute of America
(GIA) is a non-profit institute dedicated to the study
and evaluation of precious gems and pearls. In addition
to providing world-class analysis and grading, GIA
educates aspiring gemologists and is considered a world
leader in gemological research. GIA is based in Carlsbad,
California, and employs 2,500 gemologists.
Learn more (external link) as GIA CMO Mark Buntz
interviews GIA COO Pritesh Patel on how this cuttingedge collaboration with IBM benefits consumers,
graders, and the industry.
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Solution components
• IBM Cloud®
• IBM Cloudant®
• IBM Cloud App ID
• IBM Cloud Kubernetes Services
• IBM Cloud Object Storage
• IBM Global Cloud Acceleration Team
• IBM Research®
• IBM Strategic Embedded Partnerships Team
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